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Looks like i'm going for a swim

These few sentences mean almost the same and seem all correct in grammar. But I want to know which ones are often used by native speakers? 1. I'm going swimming. 2. I'm going swimming. 3. I'm going swimming. 4. I'm going to swim. 5. I feel like swimming. And he's going for a swim so you can swim here? Thank
you guys so much! Going swimming now seems normal if you're by the pool and want to make a comment about your intention to jump into the pool and start swimming. Going swimming seems normal if you announce your plans to go to some pool or lake and swim for a while. I feel like going swimming tells your listener
about something you'd like to do. I'm going to swim might be advisable to tell if anyone has interrupted your plans to swim somewhere. This version seems a little unlikely to me. Going swimming now seems normal if you're by the pool and want to make a comment about your intention to jump into the pool and start
swimming. Going swimming seems normal if you announce your plans to go to some pool or lake and swim for a while. I feel like going swimming tells your listener about something you'd like to do. I'm going to swim might be advisable to tell if anyone has interrupted your plans to swim somewhere. This version seems a
little unlikely to me. Thx for your detailed explanation! How about just going swimming and going swimming? E.g. Peter went for a swim yesterday. Peter swam yesterday. Many thanks! If you're already by the pool or by the sea/lake, you shouldn't use it to go swimming because it includes the idea of going to a place
where you intend to swim. Note the different contexts here: I'm going to go squeeze. Can I take your car? Look, the water is so calm; I'm going to go swimming. Page 2 You went jogging and ran into two of your colleagues along the way. You have a chat and feel like they look a lot better, not in uniform. So that's what
you're saying. And your colleagues say: more with you, which means 'this is the case with you all the more' What's the more natural way to say it? To reply here, you need to login or register. November 26 trends
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